
22 Same or Different?

Alan is looking at some photos in his photo album. How do you 
describe the people in them?

short tall

fat thin

old young

heavy light tidy messy

HKEP
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Alan is talking about the photos on P.8 with his friend Patrick. Finish the 
conversation with the words in the photo album on P.8.

Alan:  Patrick, this is my photo album. There are many photos of my 

family.

Patrick: Good! There is a little girl in the park. Who is she?

Alan:  She is my little sister Emily. She is very 1  . She 

is only 4 years old. She is sitting next to my grandma. She is 85 

years old.

Patrick: Oh! Your grandma is very 2  ! There are two 

girls in the classroom. Who are they?

Alan:  The girl with long hair is my cousin Jane. She looks  

3   in the photo. Ha ha … She is much thinner 

now. The other girl should be her friend.

Patrick: In this photo, a girl is holding your hand. Is she your elder sister?

Alan:  You’re right. She is 5 years older than me. Her height is 170 cm.

Patrick: Wow, she is very 4  ! 

Alan:  Look at this photo. My dad and my elder brother are carrying 

things back home.

Patrick: Your dad is carrying a very 5   box! 

Alan:  Yes. And my elder brother is just carrying a 6   

plastic bag.

Patrick: Look at this photo. Your uniform is so 7  . 

Ha ha …

Alan:  Ha ha … Yes. My mum always asks me to wear my uniform 

properly. 
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Fill in the blanks with ‘go’, ‘do’ or ‘play’. You may need to change the 
form of the words. 

1  My sister often  swimming in the summer holiday.

2  Mrs Wong likes  shopping at weekends.

3  A magician can  magic tricks.

4  Many classmates enjoy  basketball at recess.

5  I  the piano at home last night.

6  I usually  cycling along a bike path in autumn.

7  We should  exercise for 30 minutes every day.

8  My brother and I always  online games on Sunday.

9  In Canada, many people  skiing in winter.

10  Our class  a drama in the school hall next Monday.

Vocabulary Booster 
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brainwave (n.) risk (n.) antioxidant (n.) cell (n.) cholesterol (n.)

AA  Fiona is reading a web page about 
chocolate. Read the web page.

Choose the best answer by blackening the circle.

9  Which of the following is NOT true about chocolate?
 A. It comes from cocoa beans.
 B. It makes us have less brainwaves.
 C. It can lower blood pressure.
 D. It helps to reduce the risk of heart attack.

Write the correct answers.

10  Read the web page above and complete the sentences. Fill in each 
blank with ONE word. Make sure your answers are grammatically correct.

 
Chocolate can prevent or slow down damage to the (i)  

in our body because it has a lot of (ii) .

Something about ChocolateSomething about Chocolate  

Where does chocolate come from?
Chocolate comes from cocoa beans, which grow on trees in the forests of South America. It takes 
400 cocoa beans to make one pound of chocolate. Cocoa beans have a bitter taste. When people 
make chocolate, they add sugar and milk to make it become sweet.

Health benef its of chocolate
• The smell of chocolate can help us to reduce stress because it increases our brainwaves.
• Eating dark chocolate every day can help to reduce the risk of heart attack by one third.
• Chocolate contains a large amount of antioxidants, which can prevent or slow down damage to 

the cells in our body.
• Chocolate can help to lower blood pressure and increase good cholesterol.
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valid (adj.) elsewhere (adv.) crunchiest (adj.) stock (n.)

BB  Fiona is reading an advertisement of a supermarket. 
Read the advertisement.

Choose the best answer by blackening the circle.

11  In the advertisement, what does ‘unique’ mean?
 A. being the only one  B. sweet
 C. very yummy    D. awful

Give short answers to the questions.

12  Fiona wants to buy two bottles of Sunny Juice.  
How much should she pay? 

13  Fiona spends $700 , and she lives on Lamma  
Island. Can she enjoy free delivery service?  

Sunny Juice
Buy 1 get 1 free!

Best Deal Supermarket — Special OffersBest Deal Supermarket — Special Offers

• Free delivery if you spend $500 or more at any Best Deal Supermarket.

• No delivery to outlying islands. 

Dante Chocolate Cookies
You will never forget the unique taste 
of these cookies! You can't find the 
same taste elsewhere!

Mover Ice Cream
Try this delicious ice cream!

Crisp Crisp Chips
The crunchiest potato chips ever!

$45.60
$36.30

Any 3 for $100!
Offer valid until 31/8

$20.70
$18.50

$9.00
$5.50

Offer valid while 
stock lasts.

Read the description of 
Dante Chocolate Cookies 
carefully.
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